INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval next to your choices like this: ☑

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

VOTE FOR ONE:

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARA HALL

Rep. and WH

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN

Democratic-Party-Let

CHRISTY GOODEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE

Independent

ROGER CULROSS AND ALAN KENNEDY

Libertarian

Ralph Northam AND JOYCE EDDY

Independent

SUSAN BARK AND WAYNE A. ROY

Independent

REED BAXANDALL AND DARRELL CASTLE

Constitutional

UNITED STATES SENATOR

VOTE FOR ONE:

HELEN BANKS

NORM COLEMAN

RON BROWN

MARIAN F. FRAZIER

LINDA ABERCROMBY

JAMES REMAX

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE

DISTRICT 2

VOTE FOR ONE:

WILLIAM

SHEILA SARVI

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

DISTRICT 36B

VOTER IDENTIFICATION

VOTE FOR ONE:

ROBERT GARDNER

MARK SELLS

MIKE FEHR-PEER

JUNE FREY

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
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CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

FEDERAL OFFICES

VOTE FOR ONE:

VALENTINA R. ANDERSON

JAYNE D. KOZIOL

SUSAN M. LARSON

SANDY LEWIS

COUNCIL MEMBER

VOTE FOR UP TO TWO:

TED BARRON

PATRICK BOLAND

TERRY BOROWICH

JONATHAN BUSH

LARRY CARR

JEFF METZ

JOYCE MUNZ

JULIE RENDLEMAN

JANET RITCHIE

SUSAN ROBERTSON

JIM ROGERS

JANETT SAUNDERS

STEVE SAUNDERS

JUDY SCHAEFER

DAN SCHUMACHER

RITA SCHULTZ

KEVIN SCOTT

JANES SEARS

CINDY Singer

KEVIN SOMMER

SANDY SORBER

JERRY STEIN

JANETT TAYLOR

VINCE THOMAS

SUSAN WATSON

VOTE FOR ONE:

VICTORIA GRAY

CINDY GRUSS\N

RON HARRISON

THOMAS HERR

HEATHER JONES

TRENT KIMBALL

JIM KOLDEN

SUSAN LUSE

JAMES MAGNESS

DAN MILLER

JOSEPH MURPHY

DAVID MURPHY

TAMARA MYERS

MARTY NELSON

PARKER RYAN

SUSAN SHARP

SCOTT SMITH

KEVIN SULLIVAN

JACLYN SUTTON

KARL TAPPEN

LINDA TAYLOR

LEW YOUNG

VOTE FOR ONE:

JIM BAGGERMAN

KEVIN BARR

TINA BARTLLE

SUSAN BUSH

JULIE CHRISTIE

KERRY CRAMER

JASON DAHLSTROM

JAY DUDLEY

CINDY DUNN

JACLYN ELAND

SUSAN FENSTONE

JAY FLENCHER

CINDY FORD

JACLYN GLASSON

JIM GODFREY

JASON GODFREY

JEFF GROSVENOR

KELLY GUTKNEcht

JULIE HANSDEN

JIM HENNESSY

JANETTO HENNESSY

HEATHER HOWARD

JACLYN JENKINS

MARK KENT

JASON KOEHL

JANET LANNETT

JANET MACKENZIE

CAROLYN MARSHALL

SUSAN MCDANIEL

KIM MCDANIEL

DONNA MCLAUGHLIN

JAMES MCLEAN

JACLYN MCMILLAN

JASON McWILLIAMS

DAVID MULHEREN

SUSAN MURPHY

JANETT MURUS

SUSAN NEUMANN

KEVIN NICHOLS

SUSAN O'NEILL

JACLYN O'NEILL

Vlad FINCH

JACLYN OZAR

JASON PARKER

JACLYN PASTER

JASLEY PEACH

JASON PEACH

JASON PEACH

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACHE

JASON PEACE